Iowa Certified Construction Site Pollution Prevention Inspector and Installer eTraining

Course ID: ICCSPPI-02

Course Agenda

**WELCOME**
Introduction
User Profile Survey

**MODULE 1. About the ICCSPPI Recertification** (3:12 mins.)
ICCSSPPI Requirements • Recertification Requirements • Training Outline

**MODULE 2. Review of GP#2 Requirements** (39:47 mins.)
General Permit No. 2 Review • SWPPPs • Inspections
Learning Check

**MODULE 3. SUDAS Review** (5:34 mins.)
SUDAS Specifications for Site Work & Landscaping
Learning Check

**MODULE 4. All Seasons Erosion Control** (16:25 mins.)
Preserving Greenspace • Mobilizations • Winter BMPs
Learning Check

**MODULE 5. Modes of Sediment Control** (24:41 mins.)
Inlet Protection • Stabilized Entrances/Exits • Sediment Generation
Learning Check
Sediment Friction Controls • Performance Limits • Diversion Structures
Learning Check
Inspection Video Exercise  (15:39 mins.)
SWPPP Narrative
Grading and Erosion Control Plan
Inspection Video
Inspection Response
Inspection Video Commentary

MODULE 6. Dewatering  (21:04 mins.)
Monitoring • Record Keeping • Active vs. Passive Systems
Learning Check

MODULE 7. Estimating SWPPP Quantities  (17:38 mins.)
Different SWPPP Types • Planning for Interim Stabilization
Learning Check
Pay Items • Environmental Commitments • SWPPP Narratives
Learning Check

MODULE 8. Quality Control  (10:03 mins.)
Permit Violations • Quality Assurance • SWPPP
Learning Check

ICCSPPI Code of Ethics Statement of Agreement

Included Handouts

Iowa DNR General Permit No. 9
Iowa DNR Dewatering Log Sheet
Iowa DNR General Permit No. 2